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Applications/of/quantum/simulation
Quantum/chemistry:/simulation/of/small/molecules
Drug/development
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Quantum'Computing

Quantum/walks,/Search,/query/algorithms
Mostly/quadratic/speed/ups



The/HHL/algorithm/[Harrow,/Hassidim,/Lloyd/2009]
Quantum/computers/provide/a/quantum/solution to/a/system/of/linear/
equations/in/certain/cases/exponentially/faster/than/classical/algorithms.

“It$opens$the$possibility$of$dramatic$ speedups$for$machine$learning$tasks,$richer$
models$for$data$sets$and$more$natural$settings$for$learning$and$inference”

Quantum/Machine/Learning/Workshop/during/NIPS/2015
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Machine'Learning'Applications

Quantum/algorithms/for/image/recognition
[Kerenidis,'Luongo ’18]

Quantum/neural/networks/
[Allcock,'Hsieh,'Kerenidis,'Zhang'18]

Quantum/algorithms/for/clustering
[Kerenidis,'Landman,'Luongo,'Prakash'18]

Quantum/recommendation/systems
[Kerenidis,'Prakash'’17]



Recommendation' Systems'[Kerenidis,'Prakash,'arXiv:1603.08675]
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Efficient quantum algorithm 
for Singular Value Estimation  
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Classification'of'MNIST'dataset' [Kerenidis,Luongo, arXiv:1805.08837]
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Running time (n images, d-dimensions)
Classical: O(n d2) ~ 1013 (1 hour on 6Tb RAM HPC)
Quantum: O( κ, µ, 1/θ, 1/δ, 1/η, Κ, log(n, d, 1/ε)) ~ 107

Accuracy: 98.5%

Hope (and some evidence)
Quantum classification algorithms can handle bigger 
dimensions (hence in many cases be more accurate), since 
their running time scales more favorably with the dimension. 



Q'Neural'Nets [Allcock, Hsieh, Kerenidis, Zhang, arXiv:1812.03089]
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Feedforward/backpropagation algorithms
- Distance estimation in superposition
- Quantum Linear algebra
- Clever weight storage

✏ 0 % 0.1 0.3 0.5
Standard 96.9% 97.1% 96.9% 96.2%
Low rank - 96.7% 96.6% 96.3%
log(1��)�✏ - 30 10 6

Ra - 23.6 22.6 21.7
R� - 0.1 0.1 0.2
RW - 0.03 0.03 0.03

TABLE I. (✏,�)-feedforward neural network accuracy on the MNIST handwriting data set, for various values of ✏,
and � = 0.05. A network with L = 4 layers and dimensions [n1, n2, n3, n4] = [784,100,30,10] was used, with
M = 100, T = 7500, ⌘ = 0.05, tanh activation function and mean squared error cost function.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have presented a quantum algorithm for training an (✏,�)-feedforward neural network which takes
time

˜O �(TM)1.5N log(1��)
✏

R�
This is the first algorithm for training feedforward neural networks with a running time that is better than
quadratic in the number of neurons, opening the way to training larger size neural networks. We provide
below a number of remarks on our algorithm.

Performance of (✏,�)-feedforward neural networks. Firstly, while the notion of introducing noise
in the inner product calculations of an (✏,�)-feedforward neural network is, as previously mentioned,
similar in spirit to known classical techniques for improving neural network performance, there are certain
differences. Classically, dropout and multiplicative Gaussian noise [23] involve introducing perturbations
post-activation: al

j

→ al
j

r
j

, where r
j

∼ N(1,1) (multiplicative Guassian noise) or r
j

∼ Bernoulli(p)
(dropout), whereas in our case the noise due to inner-product estimation occurs pre-activation. Furthermore,
classical methods are typically employed during the training phase but, once the network parameters have
been trained, new points are evaluated without the introduction of noise. This is in contrast to our quantum
algorithm where the evaluation of new points inherently also involves errors in inner-product estimation.
However, numerical simulation (see Table I) of the noise model present in our quantum algorithm shows
that (✏,�)-networks may tolerate modest values of noise, and values of ✏ and � can be chosen for which the
network performance does not suffer significantly, whilst at the same time do not contribute greatly to the
factor of log(1��)�✏ that appears in the quantum running time.

Low rank initialization. One assumption we make in our quantum algorithm is a low-rank initialization
of the network weight matrices, compared with freedom to choose full-rank weights classically. This
assumption is made in order to avoid a time of O(E) to input the initial weight values into QRAM. Low
rank approximations to network weights have found applications classically in both speeding up testing of
trained networks [4, 21, 29] as well as in network training [24], in some cases delivering significant speedups
without sacrificing much accuracy. We find numerically that the low-rank initialization we require for our
quantum algorithm works as well as full rank for a range of ✏ values (see Table I).

Quantum training running time. Compared with the classical running time of O(TME), our quantum
algorithm scales with the number of neurons in the network as opposed to the number of edges. However,
this comes at the cost of a square root penalty in the number of iterations and mini-batch size, and it is
an open question to see how to remove this term. The quantum algorithm also has additional factors of
log(1��)�✏ and R = R

a

+ R
�

+ R
W

which do not feature in the classical algorithm. While the ✏ and �
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Running time: scales as O(Neurons)
[classical as O(Edges)]
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Accuracy: similar to classical feedforward NNs



qUmeans'clustering'[Kerenidis,Landman,Luongo,Prakash,'arXiv:1812.03584]
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K-means
Input: N points in d-dimensions

1.     Start with some random points as centroids
Repeat until convergence

2. For each point 
estimate distances to centroids and assign to 
closest cluster 

3. Update the centroids



qUmeans'clustering'[Kerenidis,Landman,Luongo,Prakash,'arXiv:1812.03584]
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q-means 
Input: N points in d-dimensions (quantum access)

1.     Start with some random points as centroids
Repeat until convergence

2. For all points in superposition 
estimate distances to centroids and assign to 
closest cluster

3. Update the centroids
i. Quantum linear algebra to find new centroid
ii. Tomography to recover classical description



qUmeans'clustering'[Kerenidis,Landman,Luongo,Prakash,'arXiv:1812.03584]
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Running time: [N d-dimensional points, K clusters]
Classical: O(K d N)
Quantum: O(K d logN)

Accuracy: similar to robust classical k-means



Bringing'QML'towards'the'NISQ'era

1. Will QC ever be useful for Machine learning?
a. We are designing and rigorously analyzing new QML algorithms 

(Exp. Max, Reinforcement Learning, Convolution NNs, …)
b. We optimize the most promising ones for specific use cases
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1. Will QC ever be useful for Machine learning?
a. We are designing and rigorously analyzing new QML algorithms 

(Exp. Max, Reinforcement Learning, Convolution NNs, …)
b. We optimize the most promising ones for specific use cases

2. How soon will QC be useful? (Resource analysis)
a. We are building QML APIs based on linear algebra subroutines, in order to 

benchmark the practical behavior of quantum machine learning algorithms 
on real data, using both simulators and real hardware.
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1. Will QC ever be useful for Machine learning?
a. We are designing and rigorously analyzing new QML algorithms 

(Exp. Max, Reinforcement Learning, Convolution NNs, …)
b. We optimize the most promising ones for specific use cases

2. How soon will QC be useful? (Resource analysis)
a. We are building QML APIs based on linear algebra subroutines, in order to 

benchmark the practical behavior of quantum machine learning algorithms 
on real data, using both simulators and real hardware.

3. Can we push some ML use cases to the NISQ era?
a. We are designing new heuristics/algorithms for specific hardware
b. We implement meaningful scaled-down versions on various hardware
c. We benchmark hardware platforms through ML applications



Quantum'Optimization
Use/cases,/challenges/and/potential



Iterative'methods'[Kerenidis,'Prakash'arXiv:1704.04992,'arXiv:1808.09266]
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General Method

1. Start with an initial solution.
2. Update the solution according to Update Rule
3. Repeat until the solution is satisfactory

Gradient Descent
Quantum algorithms for affine gradients using Linear 
System Solvers (can run in cases exponentially faster)

Interior Point Methods
Quantum algorithms for convex optimization with 
polynomial time savings. 



Iterative'methods'[Kerenidis,'Prakash'arXiv:1704.04992,'arXiv:1808.09266]
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General Method

1. Start with an initial solution.
2. Update the solution according to Update Rule
3. Repeat until the solution is satisfactory

Gradient Descent
Linear Regression, Weighted Least Squares, 
Neural Net training

Interior Point Methods
Portfolio Optimization, Support Vector Machines, 
Quadratic and Second Order Cone Programming



Combinatorial'Optimization
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NP-complete problems
1. Traveling Salesman
2. Integer Programming
3. MAX-SAT, MAX-CUT

Quantum Algorithms
Quadratic improvement (Grover’s search)

Quantum Heuristics
Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm
Variational Quantum Eigensolvers



Conclusions

1. Quantum/technologies/have/the/potential/to/
revolutionize/information/and/communication/
technologies

2. It/will/be/a/long/but/highly/exciting/journey

3. The/time/is/right/to/investigate/how/quantum/
computing/can/disrupt/your/industry


